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BROAD media is an alternative media source founded on the principle that no experience or
identity is illegitimate. We aim to embrace all identities, empower all stories, and engage people
of all beliefs in constructive dialogue about the topics that really matter. Unlike mainstream
media, BROAD does not censor or limit the kinds of expression it publishes. Instead, we seek to
bring marginalized voices from the margins to the front and center of our media consumption.
BROAD is a place where people of all ages, races, genders, sexualities, citizenships, abilities,
classes, and faiths can find their experience not only represented, but celebrated. Join our
digital media movement erasing the margins and placing them inside a broadened spectrum of
published expression.
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BROAD media is a community of readers and contributors who span a BROAD spectrum of
identity and experience. We are proud to be a platform where YOU can empower yourself and
others by sharing your stories, opinions, videos, art, and poetry on the topics that really matter to
YOU. Create your content, send it to mybroadmedia@gmail.com, and get published.
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FOOD AS
QUALITY OF
LIFE
J.K.
During the holiday season it is natural for our
minds to be preoccupied with thoughts of food. After
all, many of our festivities revolve around gathering
with friends and family while eating favorite holiday
foods and cherished family recipes. Weight gain from
Thanksgiving to New Year’s Day is often a reality for
many Americans, the side effect of too much revelry. In
contrast, we may be reminded of those in need and feel
compelled to contribute money and time to assemble
Thanksgiving baskets for those with fewer resources, so
they too can partake in the holiday feast. Typically we
think of financial barriers as one of the greatest obstacles
preventing participation in this American tradition of the
Thanksgiving meal. On some level, as Americans, we feel
everyone should be able to enjoy this holiday.
However, as I prepare to host Thanksgiving again
this year for family and friends, I am reminded of health
related food issues that impact the pleasure of sharing
this traditional meal. Last year I tweaked my Thanksgiving
menu based on the inclusion of several family members
with vegetarian and vegan diet preferences. My guest list
this fall presents a different set of food challenges, those
stemming from serious health concerns. One guest has
been recently diagnosed with a rare form of Diabetes that
has severely restricted the types of foods that she is able
to consume in an effort to keep her blood sugar level on

an even keel. Another guest has a diagnosis of ALS. While
his food restrictions are not set by a dietitian to limit
sugar, sodium or fat, they are based on food textures due
to difficulty with swallowing or dysphagia.

...I am reminded of health
related food issues that impact
the pleasure of sharing this
traditional meal.
Dysphagia can be the result of neurological
decline as evidenced by diseases such as ALS, MS,
Parkinson’s or Alzheimer’s, to name a few. Swallowing
difficulty can also be acquired by such conditions as
stroke or various forms of cancer. Often people with
dysphagia suffer silently, though this silence is not always
literal. Eating in public can be embarrassing due to signs
and symptoms of aspiration (e.g. coughing) or episodes
of choking. Retreating from meal times can be all too
common because eating is just too much work. In an
effort to increase nutritional intake and safety of the
swallow, individuals with dysphagia are placed on diets
with textures that are easier to swallow. An individual
with a diagnosis of severe dysphagia may only be able to
tolerate pureed foods and thickened liquids.

This is very disheartening for most individuals, who may
feel as though they have reverted back to eating baby
food.
For severe cases of dysphagia, the swallow
mechanism can be so impaired that an individual may
choose alternative forms of nutrition, such as a feeding
tube, in order to maintain adequate nutrition and
hydration. In such cases, the individual with dysphagia may
be able to tolerate “pleasure feeds” or small amounts of
food with controlled parameters to try and maintain some
sense of normalcy and quality of life. However, there are
individuals and family members who will choose not to
have a feeding tube for various reasons, one being quality
of life issues.
As a Speech Language Pathologist I diagnose and
work with patients that have swallowing problems. As
Thanksgiving approaches this year, several of my patients
will be facing similar eating challenges as my holiday guest
with ALS. It can be awkward to tell friends and family that
you can no longer eat turkey or pumpkin pie due to fears
of choking. For some it just seems easier to avoid the social
situation. A Thanksgiving plate of ground turkey and
mashed potatoes lacks appeal, but as a cancer patient with
a feeding tube shared, “I still feel like I need to sit at the
table and be a part of the meal. Continuing to eat in some
form is quality of life to me.”

APPLE TOOTH
Credit: Ene Es
udskrabfrahjernebarken.tumblr.com
facebook.com/Ene.Es.illustration
https://www.etsy.com/listing/175630144/apple-teeth-bite-handmade-drawing
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MY P.B&J :
POTATO CHAP,
BIRYANI, AND
JUBNA BAYDA
Sylvia Bennett
In his latest role, Bradley Cooper plays a chef
clawing his way back into the good graces of the haute
cuisine community. The “Burnt” trailer seems to be everywhere lately, depicting the bad boy/biker Cooper out to
“rediscover” the art of food.
In other words, this is some white people shit.
Go and ask your closest POC about food and
you’ll understand the difference in mentality. Food is
much more than a mere necessity for survival. And it’s
definitely more than the clinically artistic and angsty subject of “Burnt.”
Food reflects culture and tradition. It is a link to
old memories, a celebration of family gathering together.
To make and eat something from the old country embodies a determination to not forget who and where we
come from, despite pressures to leave such ties behind.
To an outsider, kubbeh hammoudh is confusing.
Why would you want to eat what look like white cigars
of rice, floating in parsley-infused tomato soup? Because
food, like other cultural practices, is complex and thus difficult to truly comprehend by those not brought up with-

in the culture. And growing up with kubbeh hammoudh
for lunch drove that concept very much home. There can
be a fine line between curiosity and anticipatory revulsion. When your thermos of lunch is gazed upon with
judgmental, horrified eyes, it doesn’t inspire the greatest
feeling in the world. When someone exclaims “ew” in
reference to what you were excited to find in your Buzz
Light-year lunchbox, it’s embarrassing. And for the final
nail in the coffin, listening to your classmates butcher the
“dth” ending like George Dubya speaking Spanish induces
a cringe that ends the entire interaction with a bad taste
in your mouth, literally. And kubbeh hammoudh is too
damn good and difficult to prepare for something like
this to come along and ruin it.

It follows the old adage, “you
are what you eat.” and when
you eat “weird” food, guess
what you are?
But these types of interactions are unfortunately common not only when you don’t bring along the proverbial
PB & J sandwiches, but are also spread through general

stereotypes. Jokes about pet-eating Asian cultures and
painfully spicy Indian foods essentially function on the
preface that nothing about these cuisines is “normal,” thus
implicitly establishing that those peoples are not “normal.” It follows the old adage, “you are what you eat.” And
when you eat “weird” food, guess what you are?
What makes this mentality even more problematic is that it denies people the unique opportunity food
can bring. Food can be one of the best and most accessible ways to explore different cultures without necessarily crossing into the realm of appropriation. Getting to
sample authentic cuisine is an insight in more than new
flavors or ways of preparation, it often reveals a great deal
about the culture itself: what is valued, what is available,
how people live.
There’s something special about food; just look at
how many articles about cheese are on Buzzfeed. Sure, it’s
a physical substance on a plate that has subjective merit
on its own, and it has a more abstract connotation. One
of my favorite foodie movies is “Ratatouille,” and I love the
scene where the cynical critic Anton Ego is transported
back to a comforting memory of his childhood through
the dish. That’s basically my experience with kubbeh

A fresh serving of heritage, aka masgouf
hammoudh, and one that I think many people have with
certain meals. So rather than taking restrictive approaches right off the bat, we need to let ourselves live and be
open to that first bite.

BROADside

Words Are Useless

You Said...
You say I’m your favorite alcoholic drink
Because I taste so sweet
And you don’t even know how dangerous I am,
Until it’s too late.

Kimani Rose

And then you’re fucked up at the thought of me
Fucked up at the sound of my name
Fucked up because I was too far away,
Or too nearby.
Fucked up on something I thought was possession, you thought was love.
You’re so fucked up
But you say
I taste too sweet to stop

to the right HUNGER
Credit: Mikey Barger
https://www.etsy.com/shop/TheArtOfMikeyBarger?ref=hdr_shop_menu)
https://www.etsy.com/listing/243979957/hunger
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To Finish a Conversation, First You Have to Start One

EATING &
ELLIPSES:
YOUR BODY
POLICING
COMMENTS
ARE NOT
INVITED TO
BRUNCH
A piece by C.M

to the right CORNERED (DETAIL)

Credit: Lindsay Stern
http://lindsaystern.com, https://www.etsy.com/shop/ThePaperButchery)
https://www.etsy.com/listing/248503113/flat-file-sale-cornered-digital-print-of
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To Finish a Conversation, First You Have to Start One

A few weeks ago, I went to a lovely wedding
shower for my older cousin. At the shower, my mother and sister and I, along with our other female family
members and those of my cousin’s groom, were treated
to a delicious brunch buffet of scrambled eggs, bacon,
pancakes, bagels, fruit, and just about every other breakfast food we could think of. Naturally, having spent the
morning getting ready, we had had only small breakfasts
at home, and now that it was nearing lunchtime, my sister
and I were both really hungry.

Still, many people like the woman at the buffet
have no problem walking up to a woman they barely
know and making comments about her body as if it is
their absolute right to pass judgement on how she looks.
Countless women deal with such harassment, especially
from men, every single day, in every part of their lives.
Men say these things to sexualize us, to objectify us, tossing us aside if we don’t measure up- but they aren’t the
only ones who make completely uncalled-for body-policing comments.

When the brunch buffet was opened, my sister
and I were among the first in line. Ahead of us was an
older woman we didn’t know, doubtless an aunt or other
relative of my cousin’s future husband. She was making
a plate for herself when she noticed us across the buffet
table. I’m sure this woman didn’t think twice about the
comment she made next- but it gave both my sister and
me pause.

Lately, I’ve noticed a disturbing trend, at least
in my own life. The women in my life, especially female
family members, have started to comment on my body
in ways that make me quite uncomfortable. I was a bit
heavier in junior high and high school. Contrary to the
stereotype of the Freshman Fifteen, my entrance into
college coincided with a noticeable weight loss. I had adopted a more active lifestyle, and for health reasons had
made changes to my diet. As far as I was concerned, I was
perfectly healthy. I didn’t even really notice the weight
loss myself.

As we were eagerly filling our plates, this woman
looked at us and smiled, saying, “Oh, you girls are much
too tiny to eat!”
…Excuse me?
The ellipsis should be enough to convey my
shock. That comment stayed with me as I headed back
to my table and my sister and I dug into our full plates of
brunch. At first, I had thought the woman was teasing us
for going up to the table so quickly, instead of waiting for
the older guests to take their fill of the food first- but the
more I thought about it, the more I realized the comment
had a much darker meaning. The woman had noticed
that my sister and I are both relatively thin young women,
and had been warning us against eating brunch, against
eating at all, so that we could stay thin.
We are living in a society that is obsessed with
controlling young women’s bodies. This culture glorifies
a toxic, unachievable ideal of thin beauty, shaming girls
and women who don’t and cannot measure up to it.
Women should be working together to dismantle this
false ideal, to communicate to young girls of all different
shapes and sizes that they are beautiful in their own way,
regardless of what society says.

Still, many people like the
woman at the buffet have no
problem walking up to a
woman they barely know and
making coments about her
body...
Then, some of my extended family members began to
comment on how skinny I’d become. They thought I
looked good, and I knew I should be flattered, but all
I could think was that they’d never complimented me
when I weighed more. Had I been ugly then? It hurt to
think so, but I was also strangely happy to be told my
body looked better now. I tried to push all these thoughts
aside, and I went about living my life and doing my best
to stay healthy, but I was perturbed by the feeling of
acceptance and success I had experienced on being told,
“You’re so skinny,” and by the specter of self-hate that
came up when I wondered what was wrong with my
body before the weight loss.

I felt okay, health-wise, but at the next round of
family parties, my body became an object of questioning
once again. “You’re so skinny, you need to eat more!” Female relatives would say this with a smile, squeezing me
into a one-armed hug for emphasis. “Are you sure you’re
eating enough?”
Before, I had been told that skinny was beautiful.
Now, I was too skinny. Either way, my body was a topic of
discussion for my family, and I was left feeling self-conscious and uncomfortable. I decided not to dwell on
what were certainly harmless comments, and with time I
realized that I like my body the way it is, and I was always
beautiful no matter my weight. I was healthy, and I was
okay with how I looked, so it was fine- and then came
this woman I had never even met before, sizing up my
full plate and wondering why I would risk something as
frivolous as giving my body the fuel it needs to survive, if
it meant the possibility of losing my slim figure.
I was feeling good that afternoon. I was twenty
years old, happy and healthy and relatively confident
in my appearance, at least most of the time. But what
would have happened if I hadn’t felt that way? Even more
worrying, what if that woman had made such a comment
to a teenage girl, of any body type, who was already
struggling with her self-image? What would that girl have
done, hearing an older, ostensibly wiser woman pointblank advise her not to eat?
My younger sister was just as thrown off by the
woman’s comment as I was, especially since, in part of
her teenage years, she was that self-conscious, struggling
girl. She knows from firsthand experience how dangerous it can be to reinforce ideas like this in the minds of
young girls and women. In fact, she recently completed
a school project about the prevalence of eating disorders
in teenage girls, and the ways that “thinspo” images on
social media- images of dangerously thin women, who
girls begin to emulate to the point of having seriously
unsafe eating behaviors - can warp girls’ self-image and
encourage them down the self-destructive path of eating
disorders, those mental illnesses that make girls feel so
terrible about themselves that they’ll abuse their food, or
just stop eating entirely, just so they can finally be thin.
I’m so proud of my sister for that project.
The idea that anyone would try to make any
young girl, especially my sister, feel that awful about herself- it makes me angrier than I can say. How can anyone
think that’s at all okay?

This woman was –however unintentionally- reinforcing such toxic ideas about female bodies, imposing
them onto two young women she had never even met.
She was completely heedless of the real effect that her
words could have had, if my sister or I had been in a place
of low self-esteem in our lives. Just as terrible was the implication that skinny was best, most desirable- and therefore, that fat was bad and ugly and to be avoided. There
are many beautiful women who deal with body shaming
much worse than I ever have, because they are larger, and
comments like this woman’s only reinforce that shaming
that we should be trying to get away from.

I felt okay, health-wise, but at
the next round of family
parties, my body became an
object of questioning once
again.
Perhaps the most important lesson of all that I could take
from this encounter, is the fact that beauty is irrelevant.
Regardless of how a woman looks, she is valid, and she
matters. Women do not have to be beautiful in order to
deserve basic respect. Women should not have to look
a certain way in order to be treated like human beings,
period. Women of color and white women, LBPTQA+
women and straight women, trans and cisgender women,
skinny and fat women and women in between- we are
all valid, and our bodies are not your objects of scrutiny.
We matter, far more than our looks ever will. You do not
ever have the right to tell any of us that that isn’t true, no
matter who you are.
My body is my own, and I love it, just the way it
is. It is healthy, and it is beautiful- tummy fat and stretch
marks and all. I did not ask you to comment on my body,
because it doesn’t matter what you think when you look
at me. I don’t give you permission to comment on the
way I look, because I am so much more than that. Every
woman is so much more than that.
The next time you have the urge to pass judgement on a stranger’s body, or even your best friend’s
body, I urge you to please keep it to yourself- and while
you’re at it, start thinking about why it is that you might
have certain thoughts and ideas about how people,
especially women, should look. Start thinking about ways
to unlearn that, because the fewer people spreading the
toxic ideology of self-hate, the better.

tell-a-vision
And to the woman at the buffet table: No, ma’am,
my sister and I are not too tiny to eat. We may be smaller
in size, but our self-love is too big to let you guilt us into
staying hungry just so our bodies can continue to look
the way you think they should. Excuse us, while we enjoy
every last bite of our food. I take care of my body just fine,
and I refuse to be ashamed of how I look, for anyone’s
sake. I’ve worked hard to be able to love this body, to feel
good about the skin I’m in, and you don’t get to have an
opinion on that.
Now, if you’ll excuse me, I have a birthday coming
up, and your creepy body-policing comments are not
invited. I’m going to celebrate by indulging in a piece of
birthday cake- and when I do, I will still feel damn beautiful in this perfectly imperfect body of mine.

How Diets Hurt You (And Help Capitalism)
Melissa A. Fabello

The phrase “diet culture” refers to a society that is so inundated with dieting
propaganda, oftentimes imperceptibly, that it affects how we relate to ourselves
and each other. In this video, [Fabello] talk[s] about how the yo-yo dieting cycle does
absolutely nothing to help us and absolutely everything to uphold capitalism.
• Have you ever tried a diet? Did it work? What were its pros and cons?
• What is your opinion on diets? Do you think they’re beneficial? Harmful? Useless?

(not) buying it
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ARE WOMEN
TO BLAME
FOR WORLD
HUNGER?
Lauren DeLapa
This card-carrying feminist just found out that a woman's place really is in the kitchen, or better yet, the fields!
Turns out all those peas my mother insisted I gag my
way through because there were starving children in the
world wasn’t just a wanton display of abuse by legume.
My failure to make the The Clean Plate Club wasn't
causing world hunger, it was my mom! Actually, it is
every mother, all the women around the world that are to
blame for world hunger.

You Will Be Gone Before It Is
NEDA

This ad shows a person restricting their diet by parsing out bites of a grape, proclaiming
a message that, if people continue to starve themselves, they will be gone before their
food is.
• Have you ever known someone with an eating disorder? Have you ever had an
eating disorder? How do they affect the way you perceive food?
• Is there any safe way to diet, or do self-made diets always run the risk of restrictive
eating, as shown in the ad above?

Let’s break this down. Women make up more than
half of the earth’s population. And, "If women farmers had
the same access to resources as men, the number of hungry in the world could be reduced by up to 150 million.”
If-women-ruled-the world rant coming? Maybe,
but for now, just more world-saving facts. The World Food
Programme has conducted research to prove that eight
out of 10 people engaged in farming in Africa are women
and six out of 10 in Asia. In one out of three households
around the world, women are the sole breadwinners.
When income is in the hands of the mother, the survival
probability of a child increases by about 20 percent in
Brazil. Maybe, just maybe, women do rule.

So, if we all agree that women rule, how exactly
are women to blame for world hunger? Is there a dirty
little secret in the big problem of world hunger? The real
dirt in in the perpetuation of the solvable problem of
world hunger is the fact that women are still not viewed
as equals in society, especially in developing countries. A
fact sadder than those commercials of sweet-faced, emaciated children gratefully gulping down some government issued gruel while we consider giving up 30 cents a
day to save them is that women hold the key to reducing
world hunger by the millions, but do not have access to
equitable resources.
Despite this, women are still in charge of their
households more often than not, and do a better job at
managing their incomes to feed their families. They do
so better than the men who have the opportunity and
access to resources afforded to them as males for farming. Gender inequality doesn't just starve people of their
basic human rights, it takes the basic necessities of life,
like food, out of the mouths of males and females alike all
over our world.
Sources:
https://www.wfp.org/hunger/stats
https://www.wfp.org/our-work/preventing-hunger/focus-women/women-hunger-facts
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Words Are Useless

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT
Cathy O’Loughlin
http://blog.reliv.com/

“Nobody made a greater
mistake than he who did
nothing because he could only
do a little.”
-Edmund Burke

BFFS
Credit: Sean Gadoury
seangadoury.tumblr.com
facebook.com/groupofsevenbillion
https://www.etsy.com/listing/237550907/30-off-new-friends-promotion-fast-food

Ah food, glorious food. The word itself conjures
many thoughts and emotions-- the joy of a full stomach
after a wonderful meal, the pangs of hunger when one
hasn’t eaten. I was recently invited to have lunch with
two old friends. We arranged to meet at lovely café,
with quite an extensive menu. Choices, choices, choices,
healthy, not so healthy? The server patiently waited as
our menu selections were made. I settled on a chicken
salad sandwich, hold the fries, fruit instead. When our
plates arrived there was a collective sigh. The abundance
of food was too much to consume at a single sitting.
Boxes would be requested to bring the leftovers home for
another meal. Our lunch conversation lingered on as we
caught up on the activities in each of our lives. Someone
mentioned weekend plans, and it just so happened to
be my Saturday for serving dinner at a local shelter. Only
one Saturday a month, I serve on a team that prepares
and serves dinner to 20-35 homeless clients who come
nightly for food and fellowship. The shelter is manned
six evenings a week by teams of people, both young
and old who rarely, if ever, experience the “hunger”
that our clients often know. Our clients generally have
little choice; it’s what we prepare, or go hungry. Each of
the women at the table had stories to share about her
experience with food and hunger.
Poverty is the principal cause of hunger, and
hunger is also a cause of poverty. And so the vicious
cycle goes. Hunger can lead to even greater poverty

by reducing people’s ability to work and learn, thus
leading to even greater hunger. The sad fact is that the
world produces enough food to feed everyone, but not
everyone has access to that food. We are blessed with
an abundance of food in our country. The network of
shelters and food pantries throughout our city provides
access to many in need, but still many go hungry. Worse
yet there are too many places around the world where
there is not even enough food to sustain life itself.
There are many wonderful organizations
that do their best to attempt to end world hunger by
providing food and resources to grow food particularly
in underdeveloped ad developing countries. One of
the organizations I am familiar with and support is the
Kalogris foundation.

“Feel what it’s like to truly
starve, and I guarantee that
you’ll forever think twice
before wasting food.”
Criss Jami, Killosophy

Since 1995, the Kalogris Foundation has distributed
more than $26 million in nutritional support, in over
270 feeding programs and feeding over 42,000 daily,
giving strong testimony to the power of individuals to
collectively make a difference in people’s lives. From its
founding, Reliv’s core mission has been to Nourish Our
World. Through the work of the Reliv Kalogris Foundation,
the company and our Independent Distributors have
broadened that mission, bringing health and hope to
thousands of people in need worldwide. of discrepancy
between the messages that our nation’s leaders are trying
to promote.

quote corner
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Food: A Love Story
JIM GAFFIGAN

Published: 2014
Genre: Nonfiction, Biography

““When you go out to dinner,
it is customary to order an
appetizer in addition to the
entrée. The appetizer is just
an excuse for an extra meal…It
would be embarrassing trying
to explain what an appetizer
is to someone from a starving
country.””
“Fortune cookies are an American
invention, and we gave it to them. The
Chinese were probably like, ‘Uh, we
don’t want it.’ And we were like, ‘It’s now
part of your ethnic identity.’”
Overview
Hilarious comedian Jim Gaffigan documents his intimate relationship with foods of all types in his new manifesto,
Food: A Love Story. Gaffigan has been known to discuss his experiences and infatuation with food on stage, but he
takes his stories to a whole new level in Food: A Love Story, offering an in-depth look into everything from health food
to food people actually like to eat.

BROAD Tumbs Up!
Not only does Gaffigan present a diverse account about foods of all types in a comedic, laugh-out-loud format, but he
also presents them in a non-judgmental, positive light, never labeling foods as sociologically “bad” or “good.” Gaffigan
is just as accepting of pizza as he is of kale, never glorifying “healthy foodies” over “unhealthy foodies” and offering a
safe space for everyone who has a genuine love of eating. As Gaffigan implies, all food is good and good for you in

some way or another.

“There’s an old
Weight Watchers
saying: ‘Nothing
tastes as good as
thin feels.’ I for
one can think of a
thousand things that
taste better than
thin feels. Many of
them are two-word
phrases that end
with cheese. Even
unsalted French fries
taste better than thin
feels.”country.”
“My wife likes to
pause before the
meals with our kids
and say grace. While
I think this is a great
opportunity for our
children to appreciate
the gifts that God has
given them, I view
grace as kind of the
‘On your mark, get
set…’ and the ‘Amen’
as the ‘GO!’ I am
pretty sure that’s the
way God intended it.”

“During December we are all ingesting, imbibing, and spending
with a reckless abandon like a bachelor party on a guilt-free
boondoggle. Everyone has the unspoken agreement that what
happens in December stays in December.”

“I hope your
coffee is strong,
your cheese is
sharp, and your
guacamole is
chunky.”
“In Wisconsin they
have deep-fried
cheese curds, which
taste like French fries
and heaven had a
baby.”

“I treat my body like
a temple. A temple of
doom, but a temple
nonetheless.”

“I don’t know much
about grammar, but
I think kale salad
is what they call a
‘double negative.’”

BROADside

More Than
That
Kimani Rose

“The world is made up of faith, and trust, and pixie dust”……..I don’t quite believe that.
I think the world is made up
of sugar
and spice
and cinnamon
and salt
and shadows.
Sugary sweet
with words
like cotton candy and marshmallows
maybe faith is there
and maybe trust is too
because pixie dust would taste sweet
with those behind it.
Spicy,
like hot sauce
on jalapeño peppers
stuffed into chilies.
wild things that hurt so good
that you love so bad.
Cinnamon.

like home,
comfort,
love,
family,
life.
Of salt,
the salt of the earth,
of burning anger
like salt,
burning snails,
and tongues.
Shadows,
darkness that lies within us
around us
beyond us
no need to seek the shadows
we are the shadows.
I don’t believe in faith, trust and pixie dust to get by…..
the world is more than that
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THE LADDU
PARADIGM
Lubna Baig
“And here’s your iPod!!!”

all of whom exist even today.

I screamed, flinging a 32 GB Apple iPod at what
was going to be about my umpteenth breakup. Distraught, I slumped down on the couch, armed with yet
another jar of Ben and Jerry’s dark chocolate ice cream
and The Notebook movie. At 25, despite having come
full circle with a great job, a swanky condo, and amazing
parents, I was single yet again. PINGGGG goes my iPhone
6- 10 new messages on the GROUPME app. Most of them
are reminders from Brittany the boss lady at BROAD
regarding the content deadline for the November issue.
What was I going to write about anyway? Ceili, our copy
editor, had emailed us the theme for this month: Food, to
be exact.

India is known for its rich culture and traditions.
The dwapara yug was the age of monarchy. Powerful
kings ruled the land with their beautiful bejeweled
queens. The era saw the advent of 5 of the most powerful
men in Indian history, blood brothers, and together they
were known as the Pandavas. In simple terms, ‘Pandavas’
means ‘sons of King Pandu’. India being a patriarchal
society, sons and daughters were collectively referred to
using epithets or bynames- hence the term ‘Pandavas’.
The fascinating thing about the Pandava brothers was
that they were united and reined in by one woman: their
common wife Draupadi, princess of the kingdom of Panchal.

Well I had always written about #relationships
#men #girlcode…those kind of things. What does food
have to do with love? I’d rather research about why guys
are the way they are, which guys to avoid, or which one
is “the one.” Because, all that was missing in my pathetic
life was a stable sensible man…the one whose iPod I
wouldn’t have to throw away.

Draupadi, or Panchali, as she was lovingly called
by her husbands, was among the greatest beauties of
the time. There wasn’t a man that didn’t go gaga over her
sultry figure, sharp features, and soft skin.

Wallowing in self – pity, I started my research
on the male psyche. An Indian by birth, I decided to go
back to the past, to an era known as dwapara yug, which
began before 3102 B.C. And I discovered 5 types of men,

Also known as Yajnaseni, which means ‘fire princess’, because in Indian mythology she was believed to be
born out of fire, Draupadi was the reason India saw the
biggest battle in ancient history, the battle of Kurukshetra. In Hinduism, this epic narrative is popularly known as
the Mahabharata.

It all started in Hastinapur, a wealthy kingdom
in ancient India. The problem was, the kingdom had not
one, but two kings- namely, Dhritarashtra and Pandu.
Now, both had kids (“sons”). Dhritarashtra had about 100
sons (Yikes! I guess condoms weren’t invented yet!) Those
100 sons were collectively known as the Kauravas. Pandu
played it safe and had 5 sons (I guess he knew some protection methods he didn’t share with his brother). Those
5 sons, as we know, are the Pandavas. Well, since their
childhood, there had been huge animosity between the
cousins, i.e. the Kauravas and the Pandavas. The Kauravas
wanted to rule Hastinapur alone and wanted to kick the
Pandavas to the curb. Here, in comes our darling princess
Yajnaseni Draupadi.
The animosity between the Kauravas and the
Pandavas only grew more when the King of Panchal sent
an invitation to the Kaurava and Pandava princes about
his daughter Princess Draupadi’s “Swayamvara” i.e. bridegroom hunting party. All the 105 princes of Hastinapura
hurried to Panchal, because if the princess liked one of
them, that one would finally get to have sex, what with
ancient India having put a ban on premarital Kamasutra.
But our Panchali- having heard a lot about the
mighty Pandava prince named Arjuna from her friend
Krishna, who was also a prince but more importantly an
avatar of a Hindu God- was insistent on marrying only
Arjuna. Her family members didn’t help matters either, by

telling her that she was destined for Prince Arjuna only.
When she chose to marry Arjuna, and later had to marry
all the Pandava princes, the Kauravas were so jealous that
they began playing dirty, dirty games and even publicly
humiliated Draupadi by attempting to strip her in full
public view in the courtroom of Hastinapur. So, came
about the great war of Mahabharat.
Coincidentally, out of Panchali’s 5 husbands, the
second one harbored a great love for food. Known as
Bhima, he had immense physical strength, equal to that
of 1000 elephants, but he was also equally soft at heart
and harbored great love for Panchali. Laddus, which is an
Indian sweetmeat, were specifically his weakness. Interestingly, the foodie husband was regarded as the best
husband according to popular opinion (mine as well!).
Bhima loved laddus laden with Ghee which is a
type of clarified butter. Draupadi, being married to all the
5 brothers, had become sort of an expert when it came
to men. She was the only one who could handle all their
personalities, tempers, and tantrums. In fact, the brothers
had other wives but they only went to Draupadi for any
advice be it medical, political, or social in nature. Draupadi knew very well that the way to a man’s heart is through
his stomach and she obviously knew Bhima’s love for
laddus.
Now let’s see how Draupadi went about handling her 5
husbands and why Bhima the foodie husband was the

of all the Pandavas and Kauravas, the boy who does not
lie seems to be a humongous JACKASS with a capital J.
See, the thing is, only Arjuna won Draupadi in the
Swayamvar. Yudhishtir did not. And neither did any of the
other Pandava brothers. He has absolutely no right on
her and shouldn’t even look at her in that way. After all
Draupadi is his Bhabi, or sister –in–law, and aren’t sisters–
in-law revered as mothers in Indian culture? Does Yudhishtir suffer from short term memory loss? Or is he only
thinking with all the other body parts except the brain?
Draupadi’s beauty was such that it ignited great
lust in all the 105 princes of Hastinapur. But this Yudhisthir has crossed all limits. The fact is Arjuna won her. That
means all the other prospective grooms had to swoop
over to the next kingdom, to the next princess, just like
we swipe next on Tinder if we reject someone or if someone rejects us.

best husband ever in the history of Mahabharata.
1. Draupadi and Arjuna:
I am going to start with the husband that Draupadi favors the most which is Arjuna. In fact, according to religious experts, of all the Pandavas, Draupadi and Arjuna’s
relationship is the most important.
See, the thing is, in ancient Indian royal customs,
the bridegroom hunting party, known as the Swayamvar
isn’t just a “look and get his phone number” kind of party.
All the eligible bachelors there had to actually show
their prowess at archery. Arjuna being a renowned and
expert archer at that time, naturally won Draupadi in the
Swayamvar. So in her eyes Arjuna is the “actual husband”
and she is thus devoted to him. In other words, he is her
favorite husband.
But this Arjuna is the typical jock boy, macho
and easily gets jealous over the fact that he has to share
her with his other brothers (pure conjecture on my part).
A group orgy was out of the question, a total no – no.
Instead, the brothers had a respectable system of a set
honeymoon period of one year with Draupadi. Because
they were all respectable princes under the stern watchful eye of the Gods above.
Arjuna got tired of waiting for his turn. The ladies
of the land still pined for him despite the fact that he was
married. Jock boy had a roving eye and fell for other girls.

He married Subhadra who was coincidentally Krishna’s
half-sister, and she was his favorite wife. You see what’s
going on here. Draupadi’s favorite husband is Arjuna but
Arjuna’s favorite wife is not Draupadi but Subhadra.
Not only this, he is partial to Abhimanyu, his son
from Subhadra, over and above his son from Draupadi (A
quick question to those familiar with the Mahabharata:
Can you name his sons from Draupadi? Off the top of
your head? Exactly).
To be fair to Arjuna, all the other brothers married
other women. But Draupadi only got bat-shit jealous
when Arjuna brings in Subhadra as his new wife. Subhadra has to go to great lengths like dressing up as a cowherd/maid just to assure Draupadi that she is still Arjuna’s
main wife and that she (Subhadra) will always be second
in consort and thus lower in status.
2. Draupadi and Yudhisthir:
Yudhishthir was the eldest of the Pandava princes. He was known as Dharmraj i.e. the most virtuous, honest and truthful of all. They say he never uttered a single
lie in his lifetime. Yet he was the reason why Draupadi became the most cursed woman of the time. His marriage
to Draupadi is what brought about the Mahabharata war.
I am going to be blunt here. This Yudhisthir seems like a
real jackass. No one in the Mahabharata epic is illustrated
to be perfect…there are shades of grey in everyone there
(not to be confused with 50 shades of grey). But seriously,

But this lustful boy who cannot lie grabs the small
chance that fate throws his way. Following the Swayamvar, Arjuna takes Draupadi home to meet his mother. He
tells their mother Kunti that they have brought “something” home, Kunti not knowing that Arjuna was talking
about Draupadi says, “Share whatever you have between
yourselves.”Yudhishthir immediately rushes forward and
bullies Draupadi and his brothers into the weird “Let’s all
marry her” situation.
Bhima does not like this, he claims that it is not
right and that people will laugh at them. Yudhisthir tells
him of Rishis who have done this before, and that it is accepted in Dharma. He again rushes forward and says that
since he is the eldest, he must get “first dibs” with Draupadi (Sorry to be crude here, but I tell it like I read it). The
brothers marry her according to age, eldest to youngest.

Soon after that, Yudhisthir calls an assembly with
his brothers and tells them the story of 2 powerful demon
warriors, Sunda and Upasunda, whose love for the same
woman led them to destroy each other. He says that
the lesson to be learnt here is that the brothers must be
careful when sharing Draupadi. She must be with one
brother for a set period of time and during this period the
other brothers cannot touch her (carnally, that is). Point to
be noted, it is Yudhishthir who sets the weird honeymoon
timelines for each of the brothers and Draupadi. And it is
Yudhisthir that decides that Draupadi will live for 1 year
with each brother and that since he is the eldest, she will
start the cycle with him (told you, Jackass!)
Yudhisthir doesn’t stop at this. He knows very well
that Draupadi loves Arjuna and is partial to him. So, he
does not want her to get tempted into breaking the rules
when it comes to Arjuna. Hence, he says that the brother
who breaks this rule will have to go into exile for 12 years
(seriously?). Furthermore, the same punishment will apply if any brother happens to disturb another when he is
carnally engaged with Draupadi. Ouch!
This punishment actually comes into play when
Arjuna disturbs Yudhisthir and Draupadi. Arjuna has to
retrieve his weapons from the armory, in order to help a
poor Brahmin whose cows have been stolen by thieves.
Guess where Yudhisthir and Draupadi are doing it? That’s
right. The Armory.
Arjuna then departs on his 12 year tour of India,
where he visits his father Indra, gets cursed by Urvashi,
learns a lot of new skills from multiple teachers (Shiva,
Indra etc), meets and marries Subadhra, followed by Chitrangada, etc. However, what happens to the year that he
is to spend with Draupadi? It reverts back to Yudhisthir,
who promises to care for Draupadi on Arjuna’s behalf. 		
Naturally.
3. Draupadi and Bhima:
After that morose tale of manipulation, let’s visit a
slightly more cheerful tale of manipulation: Draupadi and
Bhima.
Bhima is silly putty in Draupadi’s hands. Of all her
husbands, he is the one who loves her the most. He fulfills
her every request, he cannot bear to see her hurt.
Who brings her flowers from Kuber’s garden?
Bhima. Who cries because his beautiful wife will have to
serve as a Sairandhri (maid) to Queen Sudeshna of Matsya? Bhima. Who kills 100 Kauravas to avenge the insult to
Draupadi? Bhima. Who does Draupadi run to when she is

molested by Keechak in Matsya kingdom? Bhima.

beg Krishna to save her. Her husbands don’t lift a finger.
Following the dice game, the Pandavas had to go
on a 13 year exile, and Draupadi was the only one among
all their wives who went with them. The Mahabharata war
came about to avenge her humiliation. But even at the
end of their 13 year exile, the Pandavas were not intent
on war. They worried that the losses in the Kurukshetra
war would be too big to warrant it. Draupadi had to again
turn to her friend, Krishna, to heal her soul. Krishna then
promises her: “Soon wilt thou, O Draupadi, behold the
ladies of Bharata’s race weep as thou dost. Even they, O
timid one, will weep like thee, their kinsmen and friends
being slain. They with whom, O lady, thou art angry, have
their kinsmen and warriors already slain.... I will accomplish all this”[Gita, 8]. And thus comes about the Mahabharata war.

The other Pandavas are not under Draupadi’s thumb. She is prone to outbursts of rage, and she
makes unreasonable, unwise demands. When she wants
Keechak killed for molesting her, Yudhisthir tells her that
it would expose their presence in Matsya kingdom, and
advises her to “live with it”. (Model husband, that!) Bhima
simply walks up to Keechak in the middle of the night
and tears him limb from limb. No questions asked.
Draupadi shows us Bhima’s human side. He is a
savage monster with others, but he is always and only
tender when it comes to Draupadi.
To be fair to the men folk, this Draupadi is one
cunning lady. She knows Bhima loves her very much and
so she dictates to him, however never ushers her love on
him. Then, she is reminded only of Arjun. Even when the
King of Sindhu, Jaydrath attempted to abduct and rape
Draupadi, and she had another one of her rages, she dictated to Bhima to kill him. Now this Jaydrath happened to
be the husband of Dushala, the little and only sister of the
Pandavas. So when Draupadi orders Bhima to kill Jaydrath, Arjun tries to convince him otherwise stating that
“they cannot see their sister as a widow” (oh really? What

When you think about it,
Draupadi’s curse is the
curse of beauty. She is the
object of every man’s lust, but
no one cares what she desires
or feels.
about the fact that he tried to kidnap and rape your wife?!
Such blatant double standards!) Upon Arjuna’s insistence,
Bhima refrains from cutting off Jaydrath’s testicles but
still shaves Jayadrath’s head, leaving 5 streaks of hair at 5
different places just to make Draupadi happy.
All I can say now is that, girl, you need to open
your damn eyes! Bhima is the one that actually loves and
respects you.
4. Draupadi with Nakul and Sahadev:
Nakul and Sahadev were the last of the Pandavas,
conceived as twins. As with most of the Mahabharata,
Nakul and Sahadev don’t really matter here. I haven’t read
any version of the Mahabharata where Nakul and Sahadev have any role of substance.

In reality, Nakul and Sahadev are more loyal to
Yudhisthir than anyone else. They don’t share a father or
mother with Yudhisthir, yet they follow him everywhere
and do exactly as he asks.
Remember the protection methods employed
by King Pandu that I was talking about? This was it: King
Pandu had his second wife, Madri, pray to the Ashwini
Kumaras and get preggers with the twins. How and when
they had sex and died, later leaving the twins under the
care of Pandu’s first wife Kunti and the older Pandavas, is
a whole different story and isn’t a substantial narrative for
this article.
So, as I was saying, the twins could have gone
and ruled over Madradesh (their birthright through their
mother Madri), and lived a life of luxury and ease, but
they stuck with their older brother Yudhishthir through
thick and thin. Makes one appreciate them a little bit
more.
However, they should really have a mind of their
own and not follow their brother Yudhishthir’s or stepmother Kunti’s orders like drones. Cut to the 21st century,
such guys are popularly known as “Mama’s boys.”
When you think about it, Draupadi’s curse is the
curse of beauty. She is the object of every man’s lust,
but no one cares much for what she desires or feels.
Yudhishtir even became the reason for her life being in
shambles. Addicted to dice (akin to poker in the 21st
century), he gambled her away to Duryodhana, the eldest
Kaurava prince, as if she were property. Duryodhana
orders his younger brother Dusshasana to strip her in the
dyut sabha (men’s assembly). My! There is a lot of “ordering/dictating” going around in the Mahabharata. When
Dusshasana strips her in view of a full court, she has to

There is no such thing as a perfect guy. Perfection
is a myth in itself. You may stumble across a Yudhishthira,
an Arjuna, a Nakul, a Sahdev, and if you are really really
lucky, a laddu-loving Bhima who will simply walk up to
anyone that misbehaves with you and tear them limb
from limb, no questions asked.
Bhima, the one who loves laddus, the one who
loves food for food, the savage beast that can eat food
meant for 10 people and kill over 100 men single-handedly, the one who fulfills his beloved Panchali’s whims
and fancies, the one who can roar like a lion when faced
with an enemy yet cry like a little girl if his wife is in pain,
is my favorite character out of all in the Mahabharata. He
may have not done anything during the dice game fiasco,
but he eventually avenged Panchali’s insult.
In a nutshell, you may come across all these different types of men. Some may be as loving, as defensive,
as protective as Bhima, but there’s no question – they are
bound to make some mistakes. A guy that truly loves you
will eventually find some way to make up for past mistakes.
Nowhere in this article is food mentioned
other than Bhima’s love for laddus. I have written this article mainly as a tribute to Bhima,
the only character in Mahabharata that
has the balls to defend a women’s honor. And that character was a foodie.
At this day and age, where atrocities
are committed on women on a
daily basis, there’s a great need for
“Bhimas.” Do you know how long
Nirbhaya, the Delhi gang rape
victim, was lying on the road before help finally came? That Malala
Yousafzai was shot only

because she wanted to study? That Yazidi women are
raped on a daily basis by ISIS soldiers in the name of Jihad
– al – Nikah?
We are taught that the way to a man’s heart is
through his stomach. But why should we have to feed
men who do not have any real respect for us and just
want to use us for their own selfish agenda? Draupadi

We are taught that the way to
a man’s heart is through his
stomach. But why should we
have to feed men who do not
have any real respect for us...?
was an expert cook. But during their exile, she could only
cook plain rice. Bhima loved to eat. He had access to the
best food (and laddus) in the country back at his own
palace, Indraprastha. Yet, he adjusted and ate the rice that
Draupadi made with great relish. He even went all the
way to Kuber’s garden and brought the saughandhika
flowers (white ginger lilies) for her during this period.
Food is used as a reward, sometimes as a means
to form relationships and sometimes as a means to feel
good about ourselves. But it’s true love that makes for the
best dining room experience ever.
*Disclaimer: The above article was written after an extensive

research online. I apologize if I hurt the religious sentiments
of anyone. That wasn’t my intention at all. The article is satirical in nature and written all in good humor.
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Treats and Eats

RECIPE FOR
BHIMA LADDU
(INDIAN SWEETMEAT)
To all you girls out there, now you too can make Laddus, which is an Indian sweetmeat, for your man. There
are different kinds of laddus, and I have listed the recipe for “bhima laddus,” the kind of laddus made in ancient India which Bhima the Hindu prince used to eat
with relish.
Lubna Baig
INGREDIENTS
* Gram flour (besan) - 2 1/2 cups
* Sugar - 1 1/3 cups
* Milk - 1/4 cup
* Orange colour as required
* Ghee (to deep fry)
* Green cardamom seeds - 1 tbspn
* Almonds blanched and slivered - 10
* Pistachios blanched and slivered - 10

1
2
3
4
5
6

Cook sugar with three cups of water to make syrup of one thread consistency. Add milk
and when the scum rises to the top, remove it. Add colour as desired and keep the syrup
aside.
Make a thin batter of besan with three cups of water (pouring consistency). Add colour
as desired.
Heat sufficient ghee in a wok. Hold a perforated spoon over the hot ghee, pour a little
batter over it and pass the batter through it fast into the kadai to make boondis. Fry for
about two to three minutes.
Remove the boondis using a slotted spoon, drain thoroughly and put into the syrup.
When the boondis have absorbed all the syrup add cardamom seeds and mix gently.

Divide into twenty-five portions and shape each into a laddoo.

Garnish with slivers of pistachios or almonds. Cool and store

I Want
I want to taste
like every
dark thought
you’ve ever had.

TALYAH PURI

I want to feel
like every
piece
of happiness
that you’ve ever known.
Make me special
make me important
that’s all I want.
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MASSIMO BOTTURA

“CHEF’S TABLE”
Now streaming on Netflix, Chef’s Table is a miniseries
following 6 different chefs from around the world, sharing
what coming around the table for a meal really means, as
well as a sociopolitical analysis of the food itself.
OVERVIEW:
You know those nights, where you sit
down with a bowl of popcorn or ice cream
and watch endless episodes of Food
Network shows- hours and hours of
Chopped, Hell’s Kitchen, Cupcake Wars,
and Iron Chef America. Chef’s Table allows
you the same pleasure of aesthetically
pleasing plates, with the full backstory that
you can only get a glimpse of in the Food
Network shows. Each episode of the one
available season highlights a different chef
in a different part of the world and their
creative and expressive way of cooking
and looking at food.
BROAD Thumbs WAY UP:
This show may have given me a bigger
addiction to Netflix than I had before. This
creative and emotional connection to food
is so different than most approaches to
food shows. Usually, they are completely
centered around the food turning into the
masterpiece. Chef’s Table does that, but in
a way that allows the Chef and their story
to be shown as the integral part of the
process. This miniseries of six 55-minute
episodes will give you a completely
different view on food as the romance, the
creation, the heart of the table.

“For me, creating a dish is an
intellectual act. I put my
passion into edible bites.”
“Sometimes I
wonder if guests are
present at the table
when they are
obsessing about photographing everything
they eat, one time a
guest suggested I
change the colour of
the plates (from white
to black) because
he said the
photographs
would look better.”

“I am Massimo
Bottura. I close
my eyes and I
want to understand where I
am, cooking is
about emotion,
it's about culture, it's about
love, it's about
memory.”

“The most important ingredient is my brain. I
can be in Toronto or Tokyo or Lima, I have to
have my brain and my culture with me. Then
I can analyze everything and create something intelligent. After that, ingredients and
technique are at the same level. Years ago,
chefs used technique to show how good we
were. We didn’t care about the product. Now
everything has changed. Contemporary
cuisine is about cooking good food.”

WLA ReAnimated
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HEALTHY
EATING
Maria Rago, PhD.
National President Anorexia
Nervosa and Associated Diorders
www.anad.org
By the time Jennifer was 20, she was already
utterly miserable. At her pediatrician’s visit when she was
10 years old, she suddenly learned that she was “overweight”. Her life changed overnight as she began to look
at her body differently, processing the connotations of
being “overweight,” including ideas that she did not eat
right, that she was irresponsible with her eating, that she
should not enjoy good foods and that she should put
strong efforts into changing her body and her eating. Ten
years later, half of her lifetime had been spent trying to
lose weight, feeling tired and hungry, restricting carbs,
fats and calories, and constantly battling herself.
The idea is to inform people that they are overweight so they can “do something about it.” But are there
effective strategies available to help these overweight
people? A study called “Project EAT” from University of
Minnesota found that children who dieted and weighed
themselves found themselves 20 pounds heavier across
5 years. Lead researcher Diane Neumark-Szteiner found
that perceiving one’s self as overweight did not lead to
weight loss as commonly believed. These adolescents
not only failed to lose weight, but they also did not eat
enough to be healthy, had strict food rules, felt like a
failure when they ate certain foods, had higher rates of
depression and got less physical activity since they did
not eat enough food (especially boys were exhausted
from lack of food). Imagine being tired and hungry and
feeling like a failure for eating for just a few days. But
these effects were chronic and lasted for years.
We are led to believe that our weight is just a
matter of healthy choices and effort. But this study, and

many others, show that weight is not always under our
control, and that efforts to control weight may lead one
to become out of control. Only 5-10 percent of dieters
actually accomplish weight loss, and dieters can often
develop binge eating and food obsession. And their
negative body image can ironically worsen instead of
improve. Self-confidence can become dependent on
weight and eating instead of intrinsically found from
self-love and acceptance. So let’s stop doing damage and

turn the idea of healthy eating around.

As end of life expert Dr. Elizabeth Kubler Ross once said,
“Don’t try to waste your life
trying to lose 5 pounds.”
Jennifer realized that healthy eating is not a
constant battle between good and evil food choices,
and now defines it as listening to her body’s hunger
and fullness, eating nutritiously, accepting that at times
she needs to enjoy chocolate ice cream just because
it tastes good, eating enough to have the great dance
workout that she really loves and having a peaceful
feeling toward herself and her body, no matter what
her doctor or anyone else believes. Because life is too
short. As end of life expert Dr. Elizabeth Kubler Ross
once said, “Don’t try to waste your life trying to lose 5
pounds.”

Nutrition
and World
War II at
Mundelein
College
Caroline Lynd
Giannakopoulos
For this month’s topic, I explored the Mundelein College* Collection for records related to food. I came
upon this photo of Mundelein students building a wartime garden in 1942. These “victory gardens” were
planted by Americans all over the country during World War II to aid the war effort by reducing the pressure on food supplies. When the United States entered the war after the attack on Pearl Harbor, rationing
on foodstuffs and other consumer goods began almost immediately as the economy shifted to military
production. Food acquired new importance as Americans dealt with limitations and found pride in their
ability to support the troops from their own backyards. Along with growing fruits and vegetables for the
school, the Mundelein Department of Home Economics held a Conservation luncheon, where students
shared recipes that used substitutions for rationed ingredients such as sugar and butter. Students were
also invited by the Nutrition Division of a local Office of Civilian Defense to present a Nutrition Hour
program at which they gave cooking demonstrations and information on wartime nutrition.
*Mundelein College, founded and operated by the Sisters of Charity of the Blessed Virgin Mary (BVM),
provided education to women from 1930 until 1991, when it affiliated with Loyola University Chicago.

“I said no.” I took his face in my hands. “We are
not desperate yet. Until then, we will survive with what
we have, and nobody will get hurt. Do you understand
me?”

Column

Word Power

Real Experience Through Imagination

NEVER
FORGET
Lucrezia Gaion
Being a mother to me means being able to
ensure my son and my daughter a future, but also to
be able to feed them and make sure they grow healthy
and strong. There are times and circumstances when
fate will not let you do what is necessary for the best of
your loved ones, and you are powerless.
When Adolf Hitler and the Nazi Party gained
power in Germany in 1933, my husband and I knew
that a tragedy had just fallen upon us. Everyone was
convinced that Hitler was not going to last, but when
he eliminated any kind of political opposition and
started re-building Germany through a heavy propaganda, directed by his beloved Goebbels, opinions
started to change. Whispers and gazes were always
thrown at us Jews, people would point to the yellow
Star of David sewn to our clothes.
My husband owned a shop in southern Germany, and we made enough money to sustain our small
family. Other than a small fortune, his income was all
we had. On November 9th, 1938, we lost everything.
Kristallnacht did not spare us, and we were thrown in a
ghetto to rot. Food was scarce, and my husband died a
year later of pneumonia.
Despair grasped me, as I did not know what to
do. I had no money and my children were famished.
One night I was sitting at the kitchen table,
gazing into nothingness. My son, Joshua, was only ten

back then.
“Mom,” he said. “There are children running in
the ghetto.”
I looked at him confused. He went on:
“They are small, and they can run through
holes in the ground. They go into the city. I could do
the same.”
I had heard of children sneaking out of the
ghetto to get food for their families. I looked into my
son’s deep hazel eyes, how they were looking at me
with no innocence, only a deep desolation with a hint
of courage. He felt the need to save his sister and me,
now that his dad was no longer with us.

I had heard of children
sneaking out of the ghetto to
get food for their families.
I took Joshua in my arms and hugged him 			
tight.
“You are not to go anywhere” I whispered. “It’s
too dangerous.”
“But Mom-”

Joshua nodded and returned to bed. I looked
around. We had a liter of milk, four potatoes, two
leeks, and two bananas. I had gone shopping that day,
and I was not able to bring home anything else because
the prices went up day by day. For the family living
next to us, things were even worse. We could hear the
cries of the infant because he was hungry, but milk was
expensive and they were a family of eight.
I was an orphan and my husband’s parents
were already deceased. My children and I were alone.
I thought about what Joshua said about sneaking out
to get food. I knew that if I let him, and the SS caught
him, he would be hung. I could not let him do that.
At least, I thought I couldn’t. Months went
by, and I ate once a day just to keep my body fueled
enough to stand for twelve hours; the pangs of hunger
did not bother me because I knew my children were
more important. One afternoon, I split a banana in
two. That was all we had. Aliza sadly looked at me.
“Mom, you don’t eat?”
“I am not hungry, honey.” Aliza had an acute
mind for an eight year old and I could see, as I watched
her chewing, that she did not believe me. We were running out of options, but I could not think of sending
Joshua out there. Nonetheless, his eyes peeked in my
direction.
“Mother…” he tried.
“Joshua, we have already talked about it.”
“I know you did not eat today. And that yesterday you ate very little. Mom, Aliza and I need you,
you cannot leave us. You are starving. If you let me go,
I will be careful not to get more than a few potatoes.
Please.”
I did not know what to say. It was true, my
children needed me and we had to make extreme decisions. A mother should never be put in the position of
choosing between life and her child’s safety; what the

Nazis were doing to us was barbarous, but there was
nothing we could do but try to survive.
“Promise me you will be careful” I whispered.
“I promise, Mother, don’t worry about me.”
And thus Joshua started stealing. He never stole
much, just the minimum needed to feed the three of
us. Nothing happened for months, and the potatoes
never lacked. Once a week we were able to eat eggs and
make soup with three different vegetables. The power
of food is highly underestimated when it is abundant.
When you don’t have enough for your children, everything turns gray. With Joshua bringing food home, our
life turned a little bit brighter. Laughter filled our years
again, but there was always a lingering anxiety that
bothered our everyday life. The news on the radio was
always worse than the day before, and the war was not
going well for Germany.

A mother should never be
put in the position of choosing
between life and her
child’s safety...
		
When 1943 arrived, all the ghettoes
were being emptied. We did not know where the people were being sent, but we had a bad feeling about it.
Only when my children and I were taken by the SS and
brought to Dachau did I know what this meant. Hitler
had made up his mind and declared the Final Solution, thus turning the concentration camps into death
camps. At that point, we did not need to think about
food anymore. We were stripped of our humanity and
our hopes.
I never saw my son Joshua again after walking
through the gates of Dachau. But Aliza and I would
not have survived if my little hero did not risk his life
to feed us. It is important to remember, seventy years
after these events happened, to value food and never
waste it. There were, are, and always will be people who
forget what a strawberry tastes like, or what mashed
potatoes smell like. I was fortunate enough to experience what it means to have and not to have. Never
forget.

Quote Corner

BROADside

MARYA HORNBACHER
“I know how this feels: the tightening of the chest, the panic, the
what-have-I-done-wait-I-was-kidding. Eating disorders linger so long
undetected, eroding the body in silence, and then they strike.
The secret is out. You're dying.”

“It is not a sudden
leap from sick to well.
It is a slow, strange
meander from sick
to mostly well. The
misconception that
eating disorders are
a medical disease in
the traditional sense is
not helpful here. There
is no 'cure'. A pill will
not fix it, though it may
help. Ditto therapy,
ditto food, ditto
endless support from
family and friends.You
fix it yourself. It is the
hardest thing that I
have ever done, and I
found myself stronger
for doing it.
Much stronger.”

“The anorexic operates under the astounding illusion that she can
escape the flesh, and, by association, the realm of emotions.”
“Some people who are
obsessed with food become
gourmet chefs. Others
become eating disorders.”

“You may learn, as I have, that you would rather
be a human than a human's thin shell. You may
get well. But you never forget

Coffee or
Tea?

KIMANI ROSE

You were once my cup of tea,
But I drink coffee now.
I used to pour hot water into mugs and soak tea bags into cups,
But now I pour creamer and little packs of sugar,
Into expresso shot that stimulate me,
More than your tea ever did.
But sometimes I miss,
That warm tea,
With honey,
Just like sometimes I miss,
The sound of your voice.
Maybe, though,
I’ll find that one shot of expresso,
That makes me feel,
As good as tea,
And coffee put together.
But I used to be a tea drinker,
But I drink coffee now.
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DISTORTION

How does portion size affect your diet?

Lisa Carroll
MS, RN, LDN
Food is a part of everyday life. Food is not only
fuel for our bodies, but also plays an important part in
enhancing the quality of life through positive nutritional experiences. Whether it is at the dinner table,
holiday party, or a meeting with co-workers, food
often brings people together and can be a very positive
aspect of daily living. However, for some, food is associated with negative emotions and experiences. Many
are not able to embrace healthy nutrition in their lives
due to their relationship with food, and often times
blame themselves for this relationship. But you are not
to blame!
American culture and society is ever-changing,
and so is the way food is portrayed, portioned, and
put on the table. One of the barriers to healthy eating
is the misrepresentation of how foods are portioned
and served in the American culture today. A dramatic
increase in portion size has been seen over the past
decades; restaurant portion size, everyday meals, and
snacks found in grocery stores, restaurants, and the

home environment have increased 2-5 fold since the
1970s, causing the American consumer to have a biased opinion of appropriate serving sizes. This increase
in portion size has influenced the way we eat today,
and is a contributing factor for many individuals’ unhealthy relationship with food.
Our learned behaviors and environmental
influences have disturbed many individuals’ ability
to have a healthy relationship with food and achieve
optimal nutrition and well-being. Healthy eating and
a positive relationship and behaviors with food can
be restored. Dietitians are skilled in treating, teaching, and educating individuals on how to break old,
negative eating cycles and tap into their own personal
hunger cues, which will allow the individual to better
assess what a true portion size is for them. Through
coaching and nutritional education one can learn to
embrace the benefits of food and once again allow food
and nutrition to play a positive role in everyday life.

“Sesame Street: Eat Together!”
Sesame Street

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F99-Vs0gCHU
This cute video demonstrates the importance of communal eating. Baby Bear asks Super Grover for a solution
to his family’s lack of communication and bonding time, and is given the solution to create more time for family
meals. Part of the importance of food is the feeling of belonging and community it gives when people sit down
together, converse, and share a meal.
•

Is the positive message of this video altered by the fact that the Bear family is assumed to be a nuclear one?
What would be added to this video if the family was a mixed family, or a family without a parent, or a group
of friends?
What do you make of the “Super Fruits”? Is it significant that they’re mainly healthy foods - broccoli, cheese,
a banana? Could snack food like pizza and pasta be included in this segment? Why do you think they
weren’t?

Column

Archives in Action

History, Records, Feminism, and Social Justice

A JARRING
REALIZATION
Nancy Freeman
I felt stymied as I pondered this month’s BROAD
theme of food. Food and archives are not a natural fit,
unless you say they are natural born enemies. Food is expressly forbidden in the archives itself, where the records
are housed, and in the research room, which is where the
records are used. If you came to the WLA, you would see
signs on top of two big tables in the main room that read
“No Food or Drink Allowed!”
The reason food isn’t allowed is that archival
records are unique, often one of a kind. Envision yourself
with a Starbucks coffee, papers spread all around you
as you work on something for school or work and you
accidentally bump that venti, which spills on your papers. Yep, that’s why archives forbid food around records.
I won’t go into how food can also attract little creepy
crawlies, and archivists’ hatred for bugs because of the
nasty things they can do to records.
It would be hard and a bit boring if I kept trying to make a column about food problems in archives.
As I pondered what else to write about, my mind kept
returning to my communal candy. I have a blue, decorative glass bowl on a table in my office. I keep the bowl
stocked with wrapped candy, heavy on the fun size of
various types of chocolate. Anyone who works at the

WLA, including Graduate Assistants, volunteers, and
interns, knows that they are welcome to help themselves
to the candy. Visitors to my office often take a piece.
What does a candy jar have to do with this
month’s BROAD? I found myself wondering that same
thing. Then I started down the path that food is gendered: what we as individuals and society think, say, or
do regarding food depends on who we are. There are
definite gender issues to food such as how we use or
don’t use it, plus, our ideas around buying, preparing,
and eating.
Now let’s look at a communal candy jar. Take a
moment to think of candy jars you’ve seen or experienced in a workplace. Who keeps the candy jar? My own
experience, and, I’m betting, yours also, is that females
host the candy jar. That’s right, the candy jar is gendered.

There are definite gender
issues to food such as how we
use or don’t use it, plus our
ideas around buying,
preparing, and eating.

To further investigate my idea of a gender connection
and keeping a candy jar at work, I turned to trusty Google. I wondered if I’d find anything. About 10 years ago I
read a column in my local newspaper written by someone
who informally researched the characteristics of people
who kept candy jars. I remember the author found people
who maintain candy for communal use are friendly, social, and like to share, but I don’t remember a discussion
of gender.
Back to my Google search. I put in “communal
candy jar at desk” and felt surprised and amazed by the
number of results, which tended to fall into two categories. First, many of the hits talked about the problematic
nature of a candy jar at work in terms of wreaking havoc
on a diet.
Second, and I found this fascinating, there are
quite a few sites that delve into the psychology of the
candy bowl. In fact, “Psychology of the Candy Bowl” is the
name of a post at the Foodtrainers Blog. The post noted that the person with the candy jar is usually female.
Another site explored if candy jar keepers, again women,
are introverts or extroverts. I’m an extrovert and read that
article with interest.

there are quite a few sites that
delve into the psychology of
the candy bowl.
There I am surfing away finding all sorts of sites
that confirm my suspicion that women are the ones who
keep communal candy jars. Then, as happens many times
I make an assumption, boom: I found a LinkedIn article,
“Why You Need to Put a Candy Dish on Your Desk Today,”
by a content marketing strategist named John. It seems
that having a candy dish on his desk created all sorts of
opportunities for John and he goes into depth extolling
the virtues of this networking strategy.

My very unscientific Google surfing pointed out
something, that in the end, felt profound to me. I made
an assumption about gender. While the gender of who
keeps a candy jar may sound trivial, any assumption is
usually not helpful and I am reminded of that with this
experience. I also experienced a bit of irony: I tried to
prove something about gender for BROAD, which is all
about expanding horizons and challenging assumptions.
I still wonder if more women than men keep candy jars at work. I won’t, however, assume that. Next time
I see a candy dish on someone’s desk, I’ll just take a piece
of candy and enjoy!

Column

Sincerely Yours

When You Give a Girl a Column

THERE’S NO
SUCH THING
AS PERFECT
Brittany Reyes
When a girl tells you she has an eating disorder,
your immediate thought might be that the individual is
crazy. You might think that she does it to get attention,
or worse, to avoid attention because she’s self-conscious
about her own body.
Either way, there are such negative connotations tied to eating disorders and this is a problem that
has been deeply rooted in society for years and years.
To make matters worse, the media isn’t doing much to
dismantle the stereotypes either.
Nowadays children everywhere are subject to the
constant circulation of movies, TV shows, and advertisements that reap profit off of the manipulation of young
minds. These media platforms epitomize beauty as a
specific body type that is unattainable for most average
humans, and this quest for the perfect physique is too often embarked upon by people who are unable to realize
that the end doesn’t always justify the means.

While I don’t think the media is the only thing
to blame here, it is definitely a driving force behind the
perpetuation of this slanted way of thinking. When the
youth of our country are constantly bombarded with
mass media messages of what’s beautiful and what’s not,
can you blame them for thinking that their idea of beauty
isn’t as important as what society dictates?
The desire for the ideal body type has led young
women all around the world to obsess over their diets
and measurements. People need to realize that these
individuals need not only our understanding but also our
acceptance.
When it comes down to it, not every woman in
the world can wear a size two dress. Not every woman
can adhere to a strict diet and not every woman can work
out three to four times a week. Women come in all shapes
and sizes and our diversity and individuality should empower us, not enslave us.

As a young collegian, I know exactly how easy it
can be to feel inferior to another woman who I think outshines me in one way or another. Maybe it’s just my shy
nature, but I’ll probably always walk into a room and feel
intimidated by someone else. But at the end of the day, is
that really something to be ashamed about?
We’re all self-conscious about something and
we’re all fundamentally flawed, so instead of harboring
our feelings of inadequacy, let’s instead bring them to
light. Let’s talk about the things that scare us the most
and let’s find commonalities among the differences that
society has too long used to pin us against each other.
It’s not wrong of us to feel like we can be better in some
sort of way because as human beings, we are naturally
created to want more and to want to be more. I truly
believe that it’s our ability to recognize our own flaws that
makes us human and our inability to recognize the flaws
in others that makes us monsters.
When we revolve all of our efforts around having
someone else’s life, we lose sight of the preciousness of
our own. We all do different things to make ourselves
happy and at the end of the day, these women who are
affected by eating disorders certainly aren’t crazy because
in their own way – they’re chasing happiness just like the
rest of us.
Are their choices always safe? No. Are their actions always
smart? No. But these people ARE people and they deserve our respect. The saying goes that you never know
what someone is going through until you step into their
shoes, but moving forward, let’s think of the phrase this
way: You never know what someone is going through
until you step onto their scale.

When it comes down to it, not
every woman in the world can
wear a size two dress. Not
every woman can adhere to
a strict diet and not every
woman can work out three
to four times a week.

Search This!

Words Are Useless

AGATHA IN THE KITCHEN
Credit: Frederic Belaubre
http://fredericbelaubre.com/accueil/index-en.html
https://www.etsy.com/listing/233087149/agatha-in-the-kitchen-drawing-woman
https://www.etsy.com/listing/233087149/agatha-in-the-kitchen-drawing-woman
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STEREOTYPES
AND EATING
DISORDER
AWARENESS:
A CLASHING MIX

“I heard she only eats once a day.”
“She probably throws it up anyway.”
Nevertheless, she is beautiful. Unique. Talented.
Determined.
A single, tall, tan woman glides down the runway.
A force to be reckoned with, her long, perfectly toned
hair blows behind her razor sharp shoulders. She moves
so effortlessly, a feather slowly drifting with the wind.
No control needed. No imperfections in sight. Her body
looks as if it will tear in half at any second; she is as thin as
paper.
“She probably snorts cocaine or smokes
cigarettes to curb her appetite.”

These are seen constantly, yet society fails to
recognize how harmful this can be to the young girls
sitting in their living room watching cartoons. The story of
the ballerina or the model or the sad, little, blonde girl in
your English class has been told millions of times, through
poorly written plot lines or cautionary tales, and yet this
is still what the American mind assumes when he or she
puts together the words “eating disorder.” Inevitably, this
pushes away anyone suffering from an eating disorder
who fails to fit the rigid mold.
She is “too fat” to be anorexic.
She is “too poor” to purge every meal.

Elizabeth Gillette
Beautiful, young girls plié on the stage. These
girls seem focused on their movements, intense eyes on
the ground. Their buns are pulled so tight at their scalps
that a face-lift in the future seems almost unthinkable.
These women hold themselves high, because with such
frail bodies, I mean, they must. A ballerina is graceful
and elegant, with her bones poking out from beneath
porcelain skin.

on a young adult television series marketed towards the
youth.

She stands five feet, two inches, weighing 98
pounds; and yet, to her, this number seems closer to
500. She “eats” lunch with her friends, a plate with an
invisible feast. She seems mysterious and helpless; people
gravitate toward her neediness. Her disorder is obvious,
but the people surrounding her idolize her bravery, her
willpower. Everyone strives to be her hero, the one to
save her. It has become a competition.
“Victoria’s Secret Model Diet: Lose 10 pounds in
ten days!”
“EAT WHATEVER YOU WANT AND STILL LOSE 		
WEIGHT!”
“Click here to discover the diet trick every 		
celebrity uses before the red carpet.”
Women see these every day.
A diet magazine.
A thin model on the cover of Teen Vogue.
The oversexualized character deemed the “slut”

She is “too smart” to know the side effects of
being malnourished.
This thinking does not cover EDNOS (Eating
Disorder Not Otherwise Specified) and Binge Eating
Disorder. The typical person believes the only types of
eating disorders lie in individuals who either fear food or
love it so much they gorge themselves. These two ideas
lie on opposite ends of a broad spectrum, and yet nobody
thinks about the disorders in between. An article by Julia
Black on Bustle’s website “debunked” the myths of eating
disorders. Black notes that someone simultaneously
diagnosed with anorexia and alcoholism (more common
than one might think) might not lose any weight at all.
There is also the idea circling that eating disorders affect
only females. This is false. Black examines the gender
stereotype of eating disorders, explaining that men make
up ten to fifteen percent of eating disorder sufferers.
Men with eating disorders can suffer even further as they
attempt to enter treatment. Most treatment centers are
female-only, and each member of the community must
state that she is okay with a male entering into treatment.
This can delay a male’s treatment, both furthering his
struggles and worsening them.
People also tend to assume that as our favorite

celebrities enter treatment, they will come home better
than ever. Wrong. Recovery is a process, and relapse is
very common. Thirty to fifty percent of bulimic patients
backslide within six months of discharge. Oprah
Magazine did a study on women in the forties and
fifties with eating disorders, and most of the women
interviewed had developed the disorder earlier in their
lives. We seem to relate an eating disorder to breaking a
bone; I break the bone, I go to the hospital, I get a cast,
I get the cast removed, and I am better. Unfortunately,
that is not how eating disorder therapy works. I enter
therapy, usually against what I want to do, and then once
I finally start to discover the real me, I am discharged. An
eating disorder can take years to fully develop; how can I
be expected to just get rid of it in six weeks? Once people
can finally understand just how long it takes to get to a
point of recovery, people might learn to bit slightly more
sensitive.
Think about the girl who sits alone in class, imagining
the next time she will eat. Will she throw up her dinner?
		
She wants to tell someone, but believes that
because her BMI is overweight, there is no way anyone
will take her seriously.
She is afraid that her mom might judge her.
She is afraid she will miss too much school.
She is afraid that she can never get better.
Her life feels torn apart, in pieces all over her 		
bedroom floor. Just like the model.
Her grades have dropped.
Her friends have disappeared.
She tells her mom on a whim.
Maybe she will get the help she needs.

BROADside

Message Me

One More
Drop

Do you think men can have eating disorders?

TALYAH PURI

Give me a poem that will leave the taste of heartbreak in your mouth,
And hope on your lips
You’re addicted to the pain,
And you only want more.
Hoping,
Wishing,
For that next drop of sweet love from my mouth,
And you’ll drink it up,
Like a flower,
Thirsting for water.
I could be that poem,
To leave heartbreak lingering on your taste buds
But keeps you wanting,
Like another drop will keep you sustained.
One more drop
And you’ll stay alive.
Just one more drop.

No.

I think they can, because the body images and
standards men have to live up to are just as real
and valid as the ones women face.

Yeah, I think so.

No, men having eating disorders doesn’t make
sense because the “perfect” man is more broad
than a “perfect” woman.

lyzing. I was terrified that people would see me eating
and find me disgusting. More specifically, I thought
guys would perceive me that way. If the boys around
me were to see me eating, they would be repulsed to
see someone who was already so fat continuing to
eat. In my 14 year-old, heteronormative mind, I was
obsessed with validation from my male peers.
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FOOD & BODY
IMAGE:
DAILY
STRUGGLES
Samya Abu-Orf
I’m fat. I have always been fatter than my peers,
and it took me the vast majority of my twenty-one
years to be able to say that out loud.
Because of this simple fact, I have had a complex relationship to food my entire life. Most women
have body issues at some point in their lives, and similarly to many women, my adolescence was plagued
with food anxiety. Food, especially in public, scared
me to death. When I was in eighth grade, if my mom
asked me to “buy lunch” at school, I would buy a pack
of pre-packaged cookies at lunchtime. This was not
the healthiest option in our little cafeteria, nor was it
the cheapest option. It was, however, the easiest food
for me to pick at during the 40-minute lunch period. I
could take teensy bites and pretend like I wasn’t eating.
I would sit by my friends, eating similarly non-committal foods, talking loudly about things that didn’t
matter so we could distract ourselves and everyone

else from the fact that we were actually eating.

Most women have body issues
at some point in their lives, and
similarly to many women, my
adolescence was plagued with
food anxiety.
Eating was a sinful, shameful act as a young girl. I am
not different from a lot of other girls in this respect;
girls everywhere feel this way, regardless of the way
they look. As a fat girl in a public school, I always felt
the threat of ridicule. I could never be one of those
girls who jokes about how she eats like a pig; I never
even let myself express hunger out loud, because of
course I was hungry... have you seen me? I could not
eat food in public, lest my peers think, “Well that’s why
she’s fat; she won’t stop eating.” That thought was para-

I could never be one of those girls
who jokes about how she eats like
a pig. I never even let myself
express hunger out loud, because
of course I was hungry...have you
seen me?
I came to Loyola, and nothing really changed.
The dining hall caused me anxiety, just as the cafeteria had. I had to eat in public… for every meal. It was
my worst nightmare, and I had to relive it three times
a day. On the weekends, I would refuse to go to the
dining hall without a friend, someone to keep me from
feeling vulnerable and alone with food and everyone
who would see me eating. Weekday mornings I would
sit alone, picking at breakfast, feeling fidgety and
slightly panicked.
I now feel less anxious about food, and it scares
me, looking back, to think that I really thought I had
no right to eat in public. I really believed everyone
around me would find me disgusting for eating when I
was already so fat. For whatever reason, I believed that
shielding them from disgust was more important than
nourishing my own body.

I taught myself to eat in solitude. Even now,
eating with other people is worse, always, than if I were
to eat alone. I like to eat by myself, to shield myself
from the unwanted attention and shame, despite the
fact that it’s all in my head. Even if I don’t necessarily
feel actual shame anymore, my learned behaviors stick
with me.
I’m not sure when I turned the corner on
food. About a year ago, I suddenly stopped seeing my
fat, too-big body as cumbersome, inconvenient, and
unwanted. My body became a beautiful vessel to house
my life. I started liking my thighs and my hips and my
squishy tummy. I started liking myself, and I stopped
hating food. I deserve to eat in public without feeling
embarrassed or vulnerable to ridicule. Food became
fuel that I have a right to want, consume, and enjoy.
But unfortunately, I have no advice and no wisdom to
offer. I have no idea how it happened, so I probably
wouldn’t be able to help anyone else to stop hating
food. I don't have a secret for women to learn to love
their bodies. It's a daily process of affirmation that I
still struggle with at times.
Even now, as a woman in her twenties, I’m still
not one hundred percent fine with food. It still threatens anxiety for me to eat in public.
So I just keep loving myself. I’m starting to
think that’s enough for me.

(not) buying it

Message Me

What are you most excited about for Thanksgiving?

FOOOOD.

I fast for the week of thanksgiving so I can eat as
much as possible on Thanksgiving.

Body Size Isn’t An Indication of Health
Finally seeing family and mashed potatoes.

I am READY to fuck up some sweet potato pie tbh

the food coma

Healthy Helper Blog

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/392024342535343127/

This ad trumps perceptions that all heavy people eat unhealthy, while all skinny people eat healthily. Its
message proclaims that the type of diet one eats does not label them as “healthy” or “unhealthy,” since
everyone eats the same food whether they admit it or not.

• Have you ever found yourself judging people eating
snacks or deserts?
• Why is it people incorrectly assume larger people eat
more unhealthily than skinnier people?

Article | (Nom)vember

GIVE OR
TAKE?
Priyanka Patel
As the semester comes to a wrap and you’re
starting to think about coming home for the holidays
what do you look forward to? Is it that savory turkey,
mouthwatering pumpkin pie, or the delicious smell of
roasted chestnuts? The thought of it gets you even more
anxious to be home sitting at the dinner table with your
family waiting to indulge into the never ending fest of
all you can eat. Finally, Thanksgiving Day arrives and you
hold hands with your loved ones to give thanks for the all
the different dishes laid out in front of you. But did you
ever stop to give thanks for being the lucky ones who are
above the minorities that rely on food pantries as their
primary source for meals?

With our blessed lives we fail
to realize that many families
suffer greatly from the economic
downfall that leaves them lacking
the very essence of survival: food.

With our blessed lives we fail to realize that many
families suffer greatly from the economic downfall that
leaves them lacking the very essence of survival: food.
According to the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA)
there is an average of 23,052,388 households that live
off of food pantries. Many pantries that families go to are
either funded by the government or privately funded,
but when the nation as a whole is suffering economically,
it limits how much the government can provide to
programs such as food pantries.
Although many say that the government is to
blame for the lack of economic status, lack of money for
health care programs, food programs, and more, we as
a society not only have a duty to ourselves, but for the
future generations to come. If 23,000,000 people are
struggling to provide for themselves and their families
with food today, imagine what the number will be
tomorrow, next month, and 15 years from now. So I leave
you with this. As the holiday season approaches what will
be your thanks? And will you give back this season, or will
you take?

CONTRIBUTOR GUIDELINES
How to be BROAD | BROAD Team

PRINCIPLES

1. Feminist Consciousness:
(a) recognizes all voices and experiences as important, and not in a hierarchicl form.
(b) takes responsibility for the self and does not assume false objectivity.
(c) is not absolutist or detached, but rather, is more inclusive and sensitive to others.
2. Accessibility:
(a) means utilizing accessible language, theory, knowledge, and structure in your writing.
(b) maintains a connection with your diverse audience by not using unfamiliar/obscure words, overly long 		
sentences, or abstraction.
(c) does not assume a specific audience, for example, white 20-year-old college students
2. Jesuit Social Justice Education & Effort:
(a) promotes justice in openhanded and generous ways to ensure freedom of inquiry, the pursuit of truth and care
for others.
(b) is made possible through value-based leadership that ensures a consistent focus on personal integrity, ethical
behavior, and the appropriate balance between justice and fairness.
(c) focuses on global awareness by demonstrating an understanding that the world’s people and societies are
interrelated and interdependent.

GUIDELINES & EXPECTATIONS
• You may request to identify yourself by name, alias, or as
“anonymous” for publication in the digest. For reasons of
accountability, the staff must know who you are, first and
last name plus email address.
• We promote accountability of our contributors, and
prefer your real name and your preferred title (i.e., Maruka
Hernandez, CTA Operations Director, 34 years old, mother of
4; or J. Curtis Main, Loyola graduate student in WSGS, white,
27 years old), but understand, in terms of safety, privacy,
and controversy, if you desire limitations. We are happy to
publish imagery of you along with your submission, at our
discretion.
• We gladly accept submission of varying length- from
a quick comment to several pages. Comments may be
reserved for a special “feedback” section. In order to
process and include a submission for a particular issue,
please send your submission at least two days prior to the
desired publication date.
• Please include a short statement of context when
submitting imagery, audio, and video.
• We appreciate various styles of scholarship; the best work
reveals thoughtfulness, insight, and fresh perspectives.
• Such submissions should be clear, concise, and impactful.
We aim to be socially conscious and inclusive of various
cultures, identities, opinions, and lifestyles.
• As a product of the support and resources of Loyola
University and its Women Studies and Gender Studies
department, all contributors must be respectful of the
origin of the magazine; this can be accomplished in part by
ensuring that each article is part of an open discourse rather

than an exclusive manifesto.
• All articles must have some clear connection to the
mission of the magazine. It may be helpful to provide a
sentence or two describing how your article fits into the
magazine as a whole.
• The writing must be the original work of the author and
may be personal, theoretical, or a combination of the two.
When quoting or using the ideas of others, it must be
properly quoted and annotated. Please fact-check your work
and double-check any quotes, allusions and references.
When referencing members of Loyola and the surrounding
community, an effort should be made to allow each person
to review the section of the article that involves them to
allow for fairness and accuracy.
• Gratuitous use of expletives and other inflammatory or
degrading words and imagery may be censored if it does
not fit with the overall message of the article or magazine.
We do not wish to edit content, but if we feel we must insist
on changes other than fixing typos and grammar, we will do
so with the intent that it does not compromise the author’s
original message. If no compromise can be made, the editor
reserves the right not to publish an article.
• All articles are assumed to be the opinion of the contributor
and not necessarily a reflection of the views of Loyola
University Chicago.
We very much look forward to your submissions and your
contribution to our overall mission.
Please send your submissions with a title and short bio to
Broad People through broad.luc@gmail.com.

